15 Models and 31 Finishes of Glaro Glider Bellman Carts Fast Ship in Three
to Four Days
Glaro Inc., a leading USA manufacturer of bellman carts, condo carts and utility carts, builds
carts to order for quick ship offering 15 versatile models and 31 finishes.
Hauppauge, NY (PRWEB) February 29, 2012 -- Glaro proudly presents eleven bellman cart designs, two
models of condo carts, and two more models of multipurpose utility carts. All Glaro carts are called “Glaro
Gliders.” Glaro Gliders come in a variety of designs and prices so that customers can choose exactly what they
want. The customer can essentially create his or her own cart, and at excellent value. According to the
company’s Executive Vice President, Robert Betensky, “through our design and engineering we have been able
to keep the cost of our Glaro Glider carts to an absolute minimum even though we offer a multitude of choices.
Knowing how these bellman carts are built, we believe that they offer the best value in the market.” In addition
to shipping carts within 3-4 days of the order almost all carts are shipped via UPS to keep freight costs
minimized.
Each Glaro Glider model comes in three sizes, 15 designs, 31 finishes, including clear and coated satin
aluminum, tarnish proof satin brass, and 29 textured and smooth powder coated colors. Finishes may be mixed
on the same cart at no additional charge. Customers can select between 4 and 6 wheels, as well as solid rubber
or pneumatic casters in black or grey. Carpet colors can also be selected. Options such as custom logos on the
carpet and removable side containment rails are additional ways to personalize a cart or customize its
functionality. Thus, the customer has a great deal of choices to create his or her own bellman cart, condo cart,
or utility cart.
Glaro carts are also uniquely designed to function in diverse environments. Robert Betensky commented, ”we
find that our bellman carts are not only popular for use in hotels, but also in hospitals, dormitories, nursing
homes, private airports, residential buildings and at convention centers. We have recently introduced vinyl deck
coverings in place of the carpeting for those who need a more utilitarian surface and one that can be sanitized.”
They are designed for outdoor use even at seaside resorts and in sub zero temperatures.
As with all Glaro Inc. products, Glaro Gliders are made in the Glaro plant in the U.S.A. The bellman cart
manufacturer also makes sure that carts are very easy to assemble and maintain. In addition cart finishes match
the finishes of all Glaro products.
Full details on Glaro Inc. products can be reviewed and downloaded on the Glaro Inc. website, glaro.com.
About Glaro: Glaro, Inc. (glaro.com) is a leading USA manufacturer of commercial and consumer aluminum
products sold through dealers for close to 70 years. All products ship in 1 to 3 days. Glaro products are the
result of a focus on thoughtful innovation and design. Product lines include bellman carts, waste receptacles,
recycling receptacles, smokers’ posts, crowd control posts, sign frames, and directories, coat hanging
equipment, umbrella stands, planters, and key drop boxes. A diverse selection of models in 31 finishes is
produced in the Hauppauge, New York plant by skilled Glaro craftsmen. The company is known for its quality
merchandise and its ability to consistently quick ship all products. The customer service department provides
unusually prompt personal service and is sensitive to the needs of dealers.
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Contact Information
Robert Betensky
Glaro, Inc.
http://glaro.com
1-888-234-1050
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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